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This document is reproduced as a project report and is without editorial preparation» The manuscript has been submitted to The Physical Beview for possible publication. It is not well understood why fission products are divided into two distinct mass groups separated by a marked minimum. This note makes a suggestion concerning this problem.
When a nucleus of U ^ picks up a slow neutron it may become so distorted that ultimately it separates into two major fragments. It is reasonable to assume that this fission will occur in such a way as to produce fragments having the greatest ability to bind the excess neutrons which were present in the parent distorted nucleus. The ability of a nucleus to bind neutrons may be measured by (A-Z)/Z, so that isotopes of stable elements having particularly high values of (A-Z)/Z may be expected to be prominent among the fission products. This hypothesis affords no criterion of the possibility of fission, but merely attempts to tell what the fragments will be if fission does occur.
A tabulation was made of values of (A-Z)/Z for elements with Z lying between 10 and 80. The mass numbers used were the average mass numbers taken from Mattauch's "Nuclear Physics Tables," and thus account was taken of the relative abundance of the various isotopes. These data are plotted in Fig.l (circles for even Z and crosses for odd), and it is seen that the values of (A-Z)/Z for odd Z in the central region lie systematically below the values for even Z, corresponding to the systematic difference between even and odd nuclei. This difference is much more marked if the plot is made for stable isotopes of maximum A for each Z. According to the above hypothesis it would be expected therefore that all the initial fission products would be of even Z. This may well be the case, because it is probable that many of the initial fission products have not been listed yet on account of their short half-lives. Assuming then that the initial fission products are all of even Z, the probabilities of forming various pairs of initial products may be found by taking pairs of complementary values of Z, (ZQ_ + Z2 = 92), and adding together the corresponding values of (A-Z)/Z. These values are plotted in Fig,2 , A similar curve for initial fragments of odd Z is shown dotted in Fig,2 , and it is clear that fragments of odd Z are less likely to be formed than those of even Z in the central region of the figure. The scale of ordinates in Fig.2 is presumably approximately exponential as regards percentages of the various fragments formed.
Based on Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory Report A-4271 dated September 8, 1947.
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The central part of the curve of Fig. 2 is strikinglysimilar to the well-known curve showing percentage of fission products as a function of mass number. The change of abscissa from Z to A and the formation of various isotopes may well change the shape of Fig. 2 to that shown in the A curve.
The location of Fig. 2 on the Z axis is in reasonable agreement with the A curve. Fig. 2 shows the central minimum at Z = 46, which matches the minimum at 117 of the A curve fairly well. On the two wings of the A curve, abundances equal to the central minimum are reached at A = 77 and 157, while on Fig. 2 the corresponding values of Z are about 32 and 60, in fair correspondence. Fig. 2 departs from the mass number curve of reference 2 in suggesting an appreciable possibility of fission into a very light and a very heavy fragment, especially for argon and tungsten.
The occurrence of the deep minimum in Fig. 2 implies that the incipient fission fragments have time to sort themselves out into the most stable possible pairs. If the fission act occurs so rapidly that complete "sorting" is not possible, the central minimum will be higher. This is presumably the cause of the less deep central minimum in fission by fast neutrons. 
